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Austraian Sock Company, STANDARD Socks Co has reeased The Most Sustainabe Snow Sock
on the panet. Two years in the making, the project was headed up by Nicoa Rennie, a mum of 
from South of Sydney. Nicoa and Standard set out to make a sustainabe, technica ski and
snowboarding sock. Owned and designed in Austraia, the new Winter coection wi keep you
warm on the mountain whie reducing our harm to the panet.

STANDARD partners and staff are active skiers & snowboarders and have become more and more
concerned about the future of our panet. We know that our passion is contributing to the demise of
winter gobay, so we wanted to do something about that.

The textie industry is the second argest pouter in the word, beaten ony by the oi industry. Every
0 minutes 000kgs of textie waste goes to andfi in Austraia aone, and it takes 2,7000 itres of
water to make one cotton t-shirt.

The STANDARD Winter Coection, manufactured with the guiding principes of reducing, recycing,
reusing.

STANDARD wi continue to ro out our deicate bend of sustainabiity and performance into our
crew and day to day sock coections.

We wi focus on cosing the production oop on what we are making by using new and innovate
yarns that address the cimate crisis by diverting andfi to appare factories.

We have partnered with % for the Panet to ensure we are continuay investing into environmenta
soutions.

STANDARD snow socks are manufactured using unique yarns produced in Spain by Hiaturas Ferre,
with 70 years of experience in recycing the textie waste they are considered market innovators.
We made our winter socks in Portuga.

THE WOODS SNOW SOCK: Made using Recover R a super soft tri-bend of upcyced cotton, RPET
bottes and Tence. Tence is a botanica ceuose fibre made from sustainaby grown trees. Widey
considered the most environmentay sustainabe yarn on the panet, the yoce fibre is
manufactured using ow environmenta impact sovent spinning processes that recyce its water. We
then reuse the water at a recovery rate of more than % for future manufacturing, setting our
socks apart from other considered sustainabe botanica yarns ike Bamboo, which is in fact, heaviy
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doused in toxic chemicas that then go straight down the drain. The STANDARD Recover bended
technica bend has moisture-wicking, temperature contro, enhanced breathabiity and antibacteria
properties.

THE FLOCK SNOW SOCK: Made using Recover Woo: A new yarn made using an upcyced bend of
post-industria woo cutting scraps, recyced PET bottes and nyon, designed for maximum strength
and softness. A of the quaities that you woud expect from a technica woo-bend sock, but
sustainabe.

f you woud ike to know more about our socks or to receive a tria pair, pease contact me Nicoa
Rennie for comment at nicoa@reny.co or visit www.standardsockco.com.
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